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Atomic
sociology
Many physicists are
psychologists and
investigate how
single atoms or
particles behave. It
is just as interesting to be sociologists and study
how large groups
of atoms and particles behave.
Pages 4–5

Why have families changed?

During the last 20–30 years the Norwegian family patterns has gone through major
changes. Demographers Nico Keilman (left) and Øystein Kravdal want to examine
whether or not gender equality, the welfare state, individualism, technological
developments, or good nursery school coverage are driving this trend, or whether it
Pages 2–3
is something else entirely.

CAS requests proposals for group leaders 2009/2010
n The Centre for Advanced Study organises basic and
interdisciplinary research at a high international level.
In December 2006, the board will evaluate candidates
to head research groups that will spend a one-year
research period at the Centre in 2009/2010.
Group leaders are chosen from leading Norwegian
researchers within the fields of the humanities/theology, the natural sciences/medicine/mathematics and
the social sciences/law. The groups are to have an
international composition and will be fully financed
by the Centre in co-operation with the Norwegian
universities.

The Centre requests proposals for group leaders. Proposals should
include:
n Name of candidate(s), place of work and a short CV (max 1 page)
n A description of the research group’s topic, central issues for the project and an evaluation of the project’s scientific significance (max 20 lines)
For more information please visit: http://www.cas.uio.no or contact
Chairman of the Board Aanund Hylland (+47) 22 85 42 71,
aanund.hylland@econ.uio.no
Scientific Director Willy Østreng, (+47) 22 12 25 11,
willy.ostreng@cas.uio.no
Closing date for applications: Monday 20th November 2006

The myth
of the
unified
church
There was no
unified Christian
church before
Constantine the
Great legalised
Christianity in
313 AD. Professor
Turid Karlsen Seim
(the picture) heads
a research group
studying early
Christianity.
Pages 6–7

Norway – where new
family patterns occur
Norway and the Nordic countries have been international pioneers
when it comes to certain aspects of the family development. Many
other countries are therefore looking with great interest at what
happens in Norway.
Norway and the Nordic countries are in many
ways unusual with respect to family patterns.
We adopted cohabitation early on, and it is
more common for children to be born out of
wedlock here than it is in most other countries.
Besides, the number of children is amazingly
high, especially among educated women.
Nico Keilman and Øystein Kravdal are
demographers with PCs and heads full of
Norwegian population and family statistics
and trends from the last 20–30 years. Much of
this appears pretty gloomy: fewer people are
getting married, about half of all marriages will
probably end in divorce, and cohabitational
relationships are even more unstable than
marriages. More than one third of the young of
today will probably never marry.
The consequences are significant. Many
children experience their parents splitting up.
A number of studies from Norway and other
countries indicate that the children of divorced
couples struggle more than other children,
and that they do poorer when it comes to
their education and careers later in life. The
statistics also show that unmarried men are in
poorer health than married men. But, hold on a
minute…

Cause and effect

“It is not easy to establish causal relationships,”
Kravdal points out. “For example, it is very
difficult to measure whether the divorces in
themselves are harmful to children.”
“We have not found very much evidence
that supports the view that the parents’ divorce
leads to children doing poorer at school. One
could just as well assert that it is harmful to
grow up in a home in which the mother and
father have a poor relationship. We also see that
divorces are more common when the husbands
have little education, which in itself could
be a reason for children under-performing at
school,” he explains.

Why and how

The researchers know a great deal about what
has happened to our family structures. Kravdal
and Keilman want to get behind the numbers
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and look more closely at the reasons for those
changes, and how things will develop in the
future. For this they need not just good data,
but also more knowledge about family theory,
and mathematical and statistical methodology.
“Many people regard the weakening of
marriage and the lower number of children
as unproblematic, and there are many people
who applaud some of the social changes that
have undoubtedly been underlying factors. For
example, I assume that we are all happy that
women have received more education and are
in a stronger position in relation to men both
at home and in society, and that we perhaps
feel less bound by tradition and norms when
it comes to the way we should organise our
lives. However, one must be able to ask oneself
whether everything has been for the best, and
especially whether or not children’s interests
are being adequately taken into account.
Anyway, the fact is that if we wish to intervene,
we must first know more about the factors that
drive the changes. How much is due to gender
equality or to individualism? Is it the welfare
state’s support schemes, more liberal legislation, or the improved contraceptive opportunities that are behind the development? Or are
we seeing the results of a rich society in which
there is a multitude of alternatives to spending
our time and money on children, partners and
family? Many of these are heavy trends that we
cannot or do not want to alter, while others may
in principle be subject to influence,” explains
Kravdal.

The special thing about Norway

Norway currently has approx. 2 million households and 4.6 million inhabitants. The women
who have now completed childbearing have on
average had around two children, while today’s
figures point to a long-term level of 1.8 children. This then ranks right at the top in Europe
– only Icelandic, Irish and French women give
birth to more children, while women in Italy
and Germany, for example, are way behind.
“It is notable that among women who are
today around 40 years old there are rather
small differences between those who have had

Changing
family
patterns
Professors Øystein Kravdal and Nico Keilman of
the Department of Economics at the University of
Oslo head the research
group Changing family patterns in Norway and other
industrialised countries. The
researchers will study
the forces driving the
changes, and the consequences of the changes.
Work will also be done
on improving the models
that are used to project
future trends. Knowledge
about driving forces and
consequences may be of
benefit in social planning if
it can be used to project
future trends.

an education beyond upper secondary school
and those who have only completed their
compulsory schooling. In most other countries
the situation is that higher education significantly reduces the number of children. It has,
for example, been thoroughly documented that
population growth in poor countries is sharply
reduced when one focuses more on education,”
Kravdal points out.
The high birth rates are interesting because
an industrialised country needs 2.1 children per
women in order to maintain its population size.
If birth rates fall too low, the population falls
in the long-term – if one ignores immigration.

(Photo: Knut Falch, Scanpix)

Renewed cooperation
agreements
The Centre for Advanced Study has signed renewed
5-year cooperation agreements with the University of
Oslo, the University of Bergen, the Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Trondheim (NTNU),
and the University of Tromsø. The first agreements
were signed with these four universities in 1995.
The Norwegian School of Economics and Business
Administration in Bergen and the Norwegian University
of Life Sciences signed cooperation agreements with

Therefore, countries that want to maintain their
population numbers are interested in learning
from Norway in order to discover the reasons
behind the high number of children.
It appears that good access to day care
centres is one of the explanations for the high
number of children. Norway’s advice to nations
with low birth rates is therefore that they should
design welfare schemes that make it easier for
women to combine childbearing and work.

Norway in 2050

While Kravdal is interested in the causes and
consequences of changed family patterns,

Keilman is mostly interested in
examining what will happen in
the future. How many families
and households will we have
in 2050? How many married
couples or cohabiters? How
many single people? The value
of such forecasts is obvious.
For example, today’s property
investors could benefit from
knowing how large the demand
for bachelor flats or family flats
will be in the future.
“It is entirely possible to
present a forecast that states
that we will be 5.1 million
Norwegians in 2050. But one
really can’t be certain about
something like that because
one can also envisage us
being 4.7 or 5.5 million,”
Keilman says. “Therefore
forecasts, both those about
population and those about
households, ought to be
calculated in the form of
probability forecasts.”
“We already have
demographic models
that enable us to produce
probability forecasts for the
population broken down by
gender and age, and we have
models that make it possible
to predict future numbers of
households of different types.
During my time at the Centre
for Advanced Study I want
to combine these two approaches and produce forecasts
for types of households
that also contain a probability distribution,”
Keilman says. “Methods that make it possible
to calculate such probability forecasts have not
been developed before.”
“We want to know the reasons behind the
changes in family patterns, not just to satisfy
our intellectual curiosity, but also as a basis
for good family policy. When we are going to
consider whether and how we should intervene,
we need knowledge about what the future
trends may be. We are doing basic research, but
if basic research can be used in social planning
it becomes all the more interesting,” concludes
Keilman.

CAS in 2004, while the University of Stavanger came
onboard in 2005.
The new cooperation agreements are based on
the same model as before. Under the agreements the
universities will grant extraordinary research periods to
researchers who are invited to work at CAS.

Seminar on excellent
research in Norway
The role of elite research in the Norwegian knowledge
system is the theme of a major seminar that will be
held in the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters’
premises in Drammensveien 78 on Monday
30th October.
State Secretary Per Botolf Maurseth of the Ministry
of Education and Research will open it by giving a pres
entation of the government’s research policy. Professors
Ole Petter Ottersen, Jon Elster, Arild Underdal and
Astrid Forland will shed light on various aspects of
research quality and research freedom, while the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences’ Permanent Secretary
of the Academy, Gunnar Öquist, will provide his view
of excellent research taking place in Norway from an
outsider’s perspective. The seminar will conclude with a
panel discussion.
The Centre for Advanced Study is arranging the
seminar in cooperation with the Research Council
of Norway and the Norwegian Association of Higher
Education Institutions.

Doctoral thesis on marriage
in the 1800s defended
In September, researcher Hans Henrik Bull defended
his doctorate thesis at the Department of Archaeology,
Conservation and Historical Studies at the University
of Oslo, with his thesis “Marriage decisions in a peasant
society”. The thesis’ data was obtained from Rendalen
in Eastern Norway from the 1700–1800s, and shows,
among other things, that marriage for love and sexual
liberation are not necessarily modern phenomena. The
most common route into marriage in Rendalen around
1850 was premarital pregnancy.
“I wanted to show that the degree of freedom in
relation to sexuality comes in waves,” says Bull to
Forskning.no. Bull is a member of the research group
Changing family patterns in Norway and other industrialised
countries at CAS 2006/2007.

Board news
Egil Leer has been elected to the board of the Centre
as a substitute for Kenneth Hugdahl. Leer is a Professor
at the Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics, University
of Oslo.
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“We need a whole new
understanding of how the
world works,” says Arne
Brataas.

Studying sociology
at an atomic level

Quantum computers. Cars that
change colour when you press
a button, batteries containing
more energy in less space, faster
and smaller electronic circuits,
more efficient solar cells…
Futuristic visions? Well maybe,
but Professor Arne Brataas is
working on calculations and theories that may make them a reality.
Nanotechnology is often described as a futuristic
project, but in some areas it is already here. For
example, in 1988 French and German researchers
built a superlattice with nanometre thick alternating layers of ferromagnetic metals and normal
metals, which gave the material a unique ability to
register tiny magnetic fields. Just nine years later,
IBM was using it in the read heads of the laptop
hard disks.
“This example shows that nanotechnology can
provide us with materials with completely new
properties. It is also entirely possible to envisage,
for example, a material that can change colour
when a small electrical voltage is transmitted
through it. Nanotechnology may also be used
to construct, among other things, new solar cell
materials that are more efficient when it comes to
converting sunlight into electrical power, not to
mention quantum computers,” says Arne Brataas.

Atomic sociologists

Arne Brataas is one of the leaders of a research
group that over the next year will collaborate
with leading theoretical physicists from the
USA, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands,
Brazil, Russia, Poland, Hungary, Iran, Japan and
France. The research group also includes several
Norwegian PhD students and post doctoral
researchers.
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“The work in the group is based on, among
other things, continuous dialogue in which we
have an opportunity to present ourselves to
foreign researchers and strengthen the Norwegian
academic environment in a way that will generate
long-term effects,” explains Brataas.
37-year-old Arne Brataas has been an internationally renowned researcher for a number
of years. In 1998, he received the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology’s (NTNU’s)
prize for the best doctoral thesis, in 2002 he won
the Fridtjof Nansen Award for Young Researchers
from the Norwegian Academy of Science and
Letters, and in 2004 he was in the first group to
receive support through the Research Council
of Norway’s scheme for Outstanding Young
Investigators.
Brataas describes himself and his colleagues as
atomic sociologists.
“Many physicists are psychologists in the sense
that they examine the behaviour of individual
atoms or individual particles. However, we are
more interested in ascertaining how large groups of
atoms and particles behave. Knowing one person
is not enough to know how a group of people will
behave, and this is also true when it comes to atoms
and groups of atoms,” he points out.

A whole new understanding

Among other things, Brataas is studying the
potential for changing the information stored on a
hard disk with the aid of precision-guided electrical currents rather than magnetic fields as is the
present practice. However, it is not really potential
areas of applications that motivate him.
“Some 100 years have passed since Einstein
and others developed quantum physics and we
have now arrived at a point where we are able
to manipulate materials on a nanometre scale at
which quantum physics totally dominates behaviour. This means we need an entirely new understanding of how the world works,” he says.

Metallic hydrogen is both a super liquid and a double
the electrons quash all resistance.The illustration show
electronic (blue) and the protonic superconductor (red
decreases. (Illustration: A. Sudbø, NTNU)

Spin and charge flows in nano
The researchers in this CAS project will investigate
exciting new phenomena in nano-scale systems.
The project will establish a rich research environment by bringing together researchers with experience in semiconductors, normal metals, ferromagnets, low and high temperature superconductors,

Physics at the outer
limits of matter
The first quantum liquid,
discovered in 1911, was able
to conduct electrical currents
without resistance. In 1938 the
second quantum liquid was
discovered, and this was able
to flow completely without
resistance. Professor Asle Sudbø
is looking for the next quantum
liquid, which will be even more
remarkable.
Asle Sudbø and his colleagues at NTNU have
already found the next quantum liquid in theory,
and this discovery made the front page of Nature
in November 2004. The liquid remains to be
demonstrated in the real world because it can only
occur when hydrogen is cooled to well below
minus 250 degrees at a pressure of four million
atmospheres.
“In these conditions the hydrogen will behave
like a metal and become both a superconductor
and a super liquid,” believes Sudbø, who is a
professor at NTNU’s Department of Physics.
During the next year Sudbø will continue his
hunt for this exotic new form of hydrogen, and
other substances that exist in the theoretical outer
limits of matter, from his office at the Centre for
Advanced Study.

Nature as mathematics

e superconductor in which both the protons and
ws that violent quantum tornados occur in both the
d) when the temperature increases or the pressure

ostructures
and exotic new metals and non-conductors. The
aim is to develop better theoretical models, and
study the properties of various nanosystems with
a focus on spin and charge flows. The group is
headed by professors Arne Brataas and Asle Sudbø
from NTNU.

Sudbø does not conduct experiments; instead he
wrestles with theoretical physics and mathematical equations.
“Physics’ major project in the 19th and 20th
centuries was based on describing phenomena in
nature with the help of mathematical equations.
This is a tradition that can be traced all the way
back to Sir Isaac Newton in the 1600s,” says
Sudbø.
Newton contented himself with relatively
simple equations such as F = ma, while Albert
Einstein went a step further with his famous
E = mc2 in 1905. The equations Sudbø and his
colleagues work with are considerably more
complicated and can, broadly speaking, only be
solved with the help of computers and different
approaches. While they still describe nature, it is a
nature that is certainly quite different from the one
that surrounds us daily.
“The Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh Onnes
discovered the first quantum liquid in 1911. He
discovered that mercury became a superconductor, i.e. that its electrical resistance disappeared completely when it was cooled to minus

269 degrees. In 1938, the Russian physicist Pjotr
Kapitsa discovered that helium that was cooled
down to below minus 270 degrees became a super
liquid, in other words a liquid that completely
lacks viscosity such that it can flow around in a
container indefinitely. There are also two other
quantum liquids that were discovered in 1980 and
1995 respectively. What is more, the latter was
discovered no less
than 70 years after
it was predicted
in 1925! In other
words, we have to
have a little patience,” says Sudbø.

The electrons
attack

“At room temperature the electrons
inside most
substances can
be described as
billiard balls, in
other words they
act individually.
But in the extreme
conditions that
“I have no doubt that quantum
characterise
liquids will in the long-term lead
quantum liquids
to important technological breakthe electrons link
throughs,” says Professor Asle
together and quash Sudbø.
all resistance. They
(Photo: Maria M. L. Sætre)
can resemble a
column of soldiers with their arms linked. And
here we are talking of an absolutely astronomical
number of soldiers, because there are between
1027 and 1030 electrons per cubic centimetre,” says
Sudbø.
The conditions in the metallic hydrogen predicated in the article in Nature are even more exotic
than both superconducting mercury and super
flowing helium.
“It is completely possible that both the electrons
and protons can link arms and become a sort of
double quantum liquid,” believes Sudbø.
Quantum liquids provide great opportunities
for the development of new technologies. If, for
example, it were possible to build a high-tension
distribution grid of superconducting cables, the
loss due to electrical resistance would be reduced
from 30 to 0 per cent.
“Ask me what metallic hydrogen can be used
for and today I would be hard-pressed to give
an answer. But I have no doubt that knowledge
of quantum liquids will in the long-term lead to
important technological breakthroughs,” he says.
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The scriptures found at Nag Hammadi
in Egypt in 1945 are one of several
sources for Turid Karlsen Seim and
her research group at the Centre for
Advanced Study.

The
Christian
church’s
diverse
infancy
The early Christian church was
much more diverse than people
think, says Professor Turid
Karlsen Seim.
Professor Seim is currently heading a research
group studying texts from Christianity’s
infancy. The researchers are especially interested in how the early Christians were occupied
with issues of metamorphosis: to what extent
was faith in resurrection shaped by notions of
metamorphosis? How did such notions impact
lifestyles and rituals? The result may be interpretations that challenge both the church’s own
writing of history and modern man’s perception
of the world.
The Christian church’s image of itself in the
first centuries is of a small, counter-cultural
group of people who were subjected to severe
persecution.
“But this is not the whole, complete picture.
The Greco-Roman world was in many ways
quite tolerant. It was Christianity that, like
Judaism, was exclusive in how it understood
itself,” says Seim, a professor at the University
of Oslo’s Faculty of Theology.
“Early Christianity was nonetheless
characterised by its era – it was what we call
contextual. We are therefore interested in
understanding the Christian texts in light of
the world in which they were written. Schools
of thought, use of language and terms, and
morality were often part of a shared experience,
which the Christians later developed into their
own Christian discourse. It was also character
ised by questions raised by its origination in a
Jewish tradition,” she adds.
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Over the next year, Seim and about 15 other
European and American researchers will study
texts from the early history of Christianity,
more specifically before the Roman emperor
Constantine the Great (272 – 337 AD) legalised
Christianity in 313 AD and laid the groundwork
for what would later become a state religion.
“Strictly speaking, it is a myth that there
once was a unified, original Christian church.
Early Christianity was very diverse. There
were many views regarding who Jesus was,
what it meant to be human and Christian, and
so on. The various schools of thought also
had widely differing interpretations of resurrection. Some Christians thought, for example,
that resurrection had an exclusively spiritual
dimension, while others thought that it was the
dead or the body that would be resurrected. The
question then was: what sort of body would be
resurrected? This was an important discussion
because resurrection is a central symbol of
Christianity,” says Outi Lehtipuu, a researcher
at the University of Helsinki.

Parallel realities

It is not at all easy to imagine how people
thought at that time.
“The advances within natural sciences
dominate our understanding of reality to such
an extent that we can have difficulties understanding many of the ideas early Christians
expressed. We want evidence for causal relationships and our world view is one in which
heaven is no longer ‘up there’. Therefore it
seems that many of today’s theologians prefer
time categories instead and refer the spatial
conceptions to a future we do not as yet know.
Thus, interpreting texts that unrestrainedly mix

spatial and chronological terms and concepts is
a challenge,” explains Seim.
“For example, they had no problem with the
idea that there were once animals that talked,
such as the snake in the Garden of Eden or
Balaam’s donkey. Given our chronological
school of thought, we would be forced to ask
when these biblical animals actually stopped
speaking, while people at that time accepted
this by pointing out that the animals have
never stopped speaking. Instead they and other
phenomena existed in a parallel reality,” adds
Jorunn Økland, whose day job is as a senior
lecturer at the University of Sheffield.
“We can still find traces of this perception
of the world in Dante’s The Divine Comedy
from the early 1300s. In this the Gates of Hell
are located in a dark, gloomy forest, while
Purgatory is a mountain on the other side of
the globe. Today we know that Purgatory does
not exist as a distinct geographical location,
because we have been to the other side of the
globe and looked for it. But at that time it was
perhaps not important to think about whether
or not these places could be geographically
located – it may just be our problem that we
understand it like this.”

Where is identity located?

The researchers at CAS are particularly
interested in what concepts and ideas the
early Christians had about resurrection and
other forms of metamorphosis, which could,
among other things, make it possible to move
between the parallel realities. Both Ovid’s
Metamorphoses from approx. 2 AD and
Apuleius’ story 150 years later about Lucius
who, unawares, rubs himself with a magical

The Board of the Centre
for Advanced Study,
October 2006:
Professor Aanund Hylland (chair)
Pro-Rector Gerd Bjørhovde (deputy chair)
Professor Kenneth Hugdahl
Professor Leif Arne Heløe
Professor Eivind Hiis Hauge
Professor Liv Bliksrud
Secretary General Reidun Sirevåg
(Observer NASL)

Heads of CAS’ contact
committees:
University of Oslo:
Pro-Rector Haakon B. Benestad
University of Bergen:
Pro-Rector Ann Gro Vea Salvanes
Norwegian University of Science and
Technology in Trondheim (NTNU):
Professor Kathrine Skretting
salve and is turned into a donkey are well
known examples.
In a majority of examples the person’s
physical body is metamorphosed, while their
other characteristics still remain and are even
more pronounced once the physical form
changes. In these circumstances what constitutes continuity? And why is the metamor
phosis necessary?
“This is the question the apostle Paul raises
in 1st Corinthians Chapter 15 when he asks:
‘How are the dead raised up? And with what
body do they come?’ These questions are in
many ways central to the interpretive project
we are in the process of conducting: how does
Paul answer his own questions, and how does
his answer relate to other attempts to answer
them?” asks Seim.
Here it is interesting to look at ascetic
practices, which developed earlier among
Christians than is often assumed. These can be
interpreted as heavenly exercises to anticipate
the metamorphosis they thought resurrection would entail. The belief in an individual
resurrection to eternal life made, among other
things, the need for continued life through
one’s descendents less important. Thus women
could be relieved of a life mission that involved
marriage and reproduction. In a certain sense
they thus also became superfluous, and a
number of texts represent asceticism as an
opportunity for women to become men.

Justice requires identification

The concept of resurrection was also associated with the desire for some ultimate justice
to exist.
“It was difficult to envisage a just judge-

From the left: Turid Karlsen Seim, Jorunn Økland
and Outi Lehtipuu discuss Coptic scriptures with
Hugo Lundhaug from the University of Oslo’s
Faculty of Theology.

ment if only the soul was resurrected. In some
sources we therefore find the idea that people
were first resurrected with both body and
soul, in order for the person to be able to be
identified,” adds Lehtipuu. “But after satisfactory justice had been dispensed the just could
be transformed further into almost anything
whatsoever that was regarded as positive: light,
beauty, goodness, and so on.”
“The benefit of life after death is that there
are so many options. One has the opportunity
to wish the absolute best for oneself, while at
the same time the conception of life after death
says quite a lot about what people longed for
while they lived on earth,” concludes Lehtipuu.

University of Tromsø:
Pro-Rector Gerd Bjørhovde
Norwegian School of Economics
and Business Administration:
Rector Jan I. Haaland
Norwegian University
of Life Sciences, Ås
Professor Morten Bakken
University of Stavanger
Professor Knud Knudsen
n A complete list of the contact
committees’ members can be found at:
http://www.cas.uio.no/about/partners.php

Administration:
Scientific Director Willy Østreng
Office Manager Unn Haaheim Hagen
Senior Executive Officer Maria M. L. Sætre
Executive Officer Marit Finnemyhr Strøm

The Centre for Advanced Study
The Centre for Advanced Study at the
Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters is
a private foundation with a board appointed by
the Academy, the Norwegian Association of
Higher Education Institutions and the Research
Council of Norway.
The academic activities at the Centre shall
conform to the highest international standards
and thereby contribute to raising the level of
basic and interdisciplinary research in Norway.

The academic activities at the Centre are to be
of a longterm nature, and permanent and independent vis-à-vis research-political, political
and financial influences.
Each year the activities are organised into
three research groups. The groups are chosen
from the following three subject areas:
• The Humanities/Theology
• Social Sciences/Law
• Natural Sciences/Medicine/Mathematics
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At the limits of what can be told

It is almost impossible to relate the atrocities that were committed in Auschwitz and the Nazis’ other
concentration and extermination camps during World War II. Nonetheless, in the book Tidsvitner
eight survivors tell their stories, because they cannot be left untold.
“I came home a fanatic. I
became a fanatic who wanted
to work for peace and against
nazism and fascism in all their
forms,” says Lund.

The time witnesses relate

Anette Storeide and Jakob Lothe together with the witnesses of that era (from the left) Samuel Steinmann,
Herman Kahan and Eskild Jensen. (Photo: Maria M.L. Sætre).
Julius Paltiel is an affable elderly gentleman
with almost unbelievable stories to share. In
hushed and serious tones, he tells of when he
was 18 years old and was sent to the Falstad
prison camp in Levanger in 1942. One cold
autumn day the cantor, Josef Grabowski, was
ordered to sing German songs, which resulted
in the brutal SS prison guards standing still
and listening while they behaved like normal
people for 15 minutes. However, this normality
probably became too heavy to bear so when
the singing stopped, it was time for the Jewish
prisoners to receive their punishment. This
consisted of the Germans shaking the leaves
of a tree that stood in the courtyard and then
making the prisoners pick up the leaves one
by one in their mouths and wriggle across the
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courtyard to place the leaves in a pile.
When this absurd work was completed, after
a few unbearable hours, an SS soldier jumped
into the pile of leaves and kicked them around
again. The work had to be redone! The tree still
stands there as a silent witness.
Bernt H. Lund also tells a powerful story.
While Paltiel was arrested because of what
he was, namely a Jew, Lund was arrested
for something he had done, namely being a
member of the resistance. Lund tells us what
it was like to be 17 years old and a prisoner of
the Germans. His voice does not crack until
he speaks of his first night of freedom in May
1945 under the stars in a park in Hamburg
on his way home after his imprisonment in
Sachsenhausen.

The CAS Newsletter is published
twice a year and is intended to provide
information about the activities at CAS
and to create closer contacts between
research environments. Articles in the
newsletter may only be reproduced with
the agreement of the editor-in-chief.

Paltiel and Lund are two of
the eight former Auschwitz
and Sachsenhausen prisoners who tell their stories in
the book Tidsvitner, which
they presented to a large
gathering at the Holocaust
Centre in Oslo in the middle
of September. The book was
edited by Professor Jakob
Lothe and research fellow
Anette Storeide, respectively
the head and a member of the
research group “Narrative
theory and analysis” at the
Centre for Advanced Study
2005/2006. The idea for the
book was based on the fact
that the last survivors of the holocaust will
soon be gone and that it is therefore urgent to
record their stories. While historians are interested in accurate information, connections and
details with respect to what has happened, it is
first and foremost the eyewitnesses who can
communicate the human aspects.
“The people who witnessed this era provide
us with an insight into what happens when
human rights, love for your fellow man, and
respect for human life are ignored. The people
who witnessed this era help us not to forget our
recent history,” stresses Lothe.
The research group Lothe headed at the
Centre for Advanced Study is also working on
an academic series of books that deal with the
same topic.
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